R U Up To It ?
Ride Report – 28th February 2015
A 6am summer’s morning greeted 7 riders for the inaugural running of ‘R U Up To It ?’ outside the
Beaudesert Police Station. Today I was not to be on the steed but rather Ride Organiser, my first
300km. Previous experience Midnight Century (160km) and Wonders of Glorious Mee (200km) so a
newbie when compared to other RO’s in the club but hey have to start somewhere. My one golden
rule, don’t let riders go hungry.
I will admit I was a tad nervous going into this ride, was the course too hard?, too tough?, how would I
cope on my own?, what if the riders separated ?....all these questions were running through my mind.
A quick stop before the ride proper to get a coffee from McDonalds along with a few hash browns was
breakfast after a 3:30am rise.
Riders began arriving, lighting checks done, brevets handed out and preparations finalised. A local
group of riders stopped to find out what we were doing. Conversation developed and we found out our
planned route was not possible, riders would be riding through paddocks, something surely that would
not be appreciated in the dark at the end of a 300BRM.
In the stable for today’s event were Nick Booth ( the machine ), Belinda Ward ( also a machine ),
Roger Hawley & Andrew Bragg ( we know these two mountain goats well ), Nick Fisk ( a very solid
and consistent rider ), Paul Witzerman ( another rider from the Hawley mould ) and Peter Whittle ( in
only his second Audax ride – first ride a 200km BRM the week before).
The first stage was a short and relatively flat 51km
to Rathdowney and included a small gravel section
but nothing too difficult. Working on a 150 minute
travel time I headed down Kerry Road towards
Kerry to investigate the course issues previously
advised by the locals. It soon became obvious this
part of country was going to be a challenge. I mean
when you see a road sign for a road that is fenced
off and that piece of land beyond resembling with
amazing accuracy the adjacent paddock you know
something’s not quite right. Sure enough I reached
the end of the road with another fenced of road and
a paddock on the other side. A reroute required, a
backup had already been thought of so problem
avoided.
Getting out of this area in time to get to Rathdowney to set up was not that easy. Those fenced off
roads appeared with monotonous regularity. I wonder if it was the local’s way of keeping traffic away.
What it did mean was a drive back to Beaudesert before heading in the correct direction. Exiting off
the highway onto Christmas Creek Road allowed the opportunity to gauge how much time I had up
my sleeve as I passed the peloton. This was a relief for it meant plenty of time in hand. Andrew was
on the front and pedalling strong as he always does at the start of a ride. A quick slow down and chat
with Roger before saying hello to the rest of the group before leaving for CP1. A change of course in
this section took riders of the main highway and was a great choice as riders passed horse ‘ranches’
and the first little climb of the day through a lovely wooded area.

Originally planned to have the checkpoint under
the cover of the local servo (thinking it was
actually abandoned) was changed to the other
side of the road under a shady tree with nice
lawn beneath the feet. It didn’t take long before
‘Flynn’ the local post office dog to come on over
to greet me. Wanting nothing more than a pat
and scratch behind the ears he came and went
allowing me time to set up.
The peloton arrived soon after and pretty much
all at the same time. Consuming all before them
which included chocolate milk, nuts, bananas,
banana cake, fruit buns and soft drink before
heading on the next stage towards Kyogle via
Running Creek Road/Lions Road.
It was great for the riders to sit down and get
some R&R whilst I filled water bottles although
Nick Booth may have thought differently as I
tipped his electrolyte powder out before filling his
bidon. I had emptied all before to get rid of the
warm water before refilling and so continued with
this approach. Oh well a few blades of grass
never hurt anyone.

Audax almost found itself at the centre of a possible calamity when one rider was observed to be
reliving himself in the ladies at Rathdowney. What made it more brave a move was the fact the toilets
were opposite the local constabulary…..audacious I say. Who was it ? Well what happens on a ride
stays on a ride ay Andrew.
The next stage included the climb up to the border via Running Creek Road / Lions Road which even
when driving was viewed as a tough part of the course. What made it tough was the frequent pinches
of double digit gradients leading up to the final climb. What did make this a pleasant stretch of road
though was the company of Running Creek which was in fine form flowing very strongly indeed and
providing riders with a wonderful backdrop to help remove thoughts of what they were doing and what
was before them.

The official entry to Lions Road and the beginning of what was to come with one of the several early pinches.

Conditions had certainly warmed up by the time the major climb of the stage was reached and with
an open exposed area, a beating sun, rising humidity and a steep ramp at the end it was going to be
a tough section to the planned water stop at the top. There was all sorts of ride styles for this part
but points to Belinda who despite obviously feeling the effects she still made it look ever so easy.
KOM points to Andrew.

Andrew & Belinda

Paul & Roger

Peter decided the scenic version was just as
enjoyable, I mean why ride it when walking
affords a greater opportunity to take in the
magnificent views on offer. And don’t worry
Phil, there have been many in the past and
there will be many more in the future that
engage in the same activity.

Peter

With the group recovering in the shade on the border, water bottles, soft drinks and any food
required were offered and after 20 odd minutes it was time to push onto Kyogle and the lunch stop.
I had encouraged a longer stop by the lead riders in an effort to keep the group close together and
not spread too much otherwise supporting would become difficult indeed.

Water Stop at the Border

Andrew, Roger, Paul, Nick Fisk and Belinda left first. Nick Booth followed shortly afterwards and had
recovered after having two flats in the run up to the climb section. My first concern occurred in the
next 10 minutes though.
With the last rider leaving I followed the group down the descent thinking Nick B would be the first
rider I’d pass but not so. When I cornered a sharp left hand bend I thought to myself “I hope he
hasn’t missed the turn, overshot it and gone over the edge”. This thought remained with me until at
the bottom when I asked Belinda who told me he was upfront. WOW he really must have descended
rather quickly indeed but more importantly he was ok.
Coming of the range was a relief for the riders allowing the legs to recover and with the several
creek crossings provided some wonderful scenery although some of the bridges were in need of
resurfacing.

Roger & Nick Fisk

Paul & Belinda

The amazing thing about this ride was the incredible scenery and the diversity of things to look at.
Previously I had thought that Rosie’s Fassifern Folly was the best when it came to natural aesthetics
but I reckon I now have a claim to that title. Below are some examples of what riders when not
crouched over their handlebars trying to keep the sweat out of their eyes as they slowly but surely
headed for the skies witnessed.

A last minute course change would take riders off Grady’s Creek Road onto Simes Road which would
see less traffic and allow riders to meander alongside Lynch, Collins and Fawcetts Creek. What was
unknown was this almost 30km stretch of road that included nearly 20km of gravel and one really
tough climb. Insert footnote: was Roger’s idea to travel this section of road….

The below course profile reveals the pyramid at the 90kms mark, this was a beast made more
challenging by its length, & steepness combined with the heat & humidity and its gravel base. Even
just as challenging was the descent. All riders commented on it at Kyogle with ‘masochist’ one word I
remember clearly.

This section did provide one moment of concern amidst the uno numero potholes that required deft
attention and skill so as to avoid them. No a perfect scorecard from my side with a few bangs and
bumps recorded.

Anyway back to my moment of concern, the
pictured Noisy Miner chick that was on the road.
Thinking he would fly off in advance of a fast
approaching Lancer I held my line but instead of
flying he decided on a rolly polly under the car
ride.
Feeling his tiny body make contact with the
underside of my car I felt bad about what had
just happened. I stopped and reversed thinking
I’d be picking up the little bugger in a somewhat
limp disposition however the picture shows his
stance when I arrived. Wonder if Sir David Attenborough could explain this one ?
When I went to pick him up his revenge was swift pecking my hand a few times before flying back up
into his tree. So that’s what happens when you try to help. A small cut was my evidence of this
brutal attack. All I can say is don’t expect your relatives are welcome in my garden little one !!
Anyway Kyogle reached at the cricket grounds with zucchini slice offered along with all the regular
favourites. Nick B and Belinda were the first to arrive with the quartet of Roger, Andrew, Nick F and
Paul arriving just as Nick B and Belinda were leaving. Peter arrived not that much later.
Water bottles filled and bellies filled saw all riders set off for the 54kms to Uki which would include a
climb soon after leaving Kyogle. This was followed by undulations mixed with some substandard
road surface and some quaint little hamlets. I was lucky enough to experience a heavy downfall
approaching Uki but the riders all seemed to have missed any precipitation which I’m sure would
have been a cooling relief from the humidity and heat.

Now we must advise readers the riders are now
south of the border and experiencing different
road signs, speed zones and all manner of
unusual road furniture but it was pleasing to
see this one which forewarned approaching
riders of the dangers associated with parallel
planks on a bridge overlaid with bitumen.
And yes there was a definite ‘groove’ in the
road with gaps visible.

At Uki my plan was to make fried rice. Having taken the portable butane cooker water was on the
boil in a flash for the rice, the gas bottle on for hot water in case a coffee or tea was required and
the wok brought out to begin cooking the savoury components. The builders opposite called out
asking for some but alas their requests were denied instead offering left overs.
Now I was reminded by Nick of his
dislike for meat which I respect but
forgot to make a smaller zucchini slice
meat free for him as told I would do
(that was a time constraint on my behalf
and in the rush simply forgot…sorry
Nick). The fried rice with its bacon and
ham also not what he was after so I felt
ok with him picking out the meaty bits
of both dishes to get his carbohydrates
and protein needed to continue.

There’s always a positive to a negative, the positive in this instant was the local ants, birds and bugs
etc all got a great feed that night.
By this stage all riders were forewarned of a water stop at Natural Bridge once the toughest climb of
the day was reached. Having never ridden up here before I was curious and asked how it compared
to Tomewin, a nearby climb. A bit harder was the consensus and I tended to agree but hungered
now to climb it.
The water stop fizzled out with a mass separation of the riding group. Nick B and Belinda were now
off the front well and truly with the quartet some way behind and Peter back even further. This
meant decisions now needed to be made. I decided to find Nick B and Belinda and hope to catch
them before the final checkpoint , get them fed then get back to Natural Bridge to top up water for
the quartet.

It didn’t work, the leaders were less than 10kms out
of CP4 so I went ahead and prepared their final
feed of warm chicken soup mixed with rice to help
them home. Farewells said to the pair I quickly
packed up and headed back down the road looking
for the quartet.
As if some mystical or cosmic interference was
present that night as the quartet was fund at the
same spot I found Belinda.
Checkpoint 4 in all its glory at Beechmont Base

A quick stop, water bottles topped and a u-turn back to CP4 to set up a second time. The lads arrived
in fine form and were soon sitting being fed their soup and drinking up whatever was left. That’s the
problem at this stage of the ride, with no shops around & dusk approaching it was a case of eating
whatever was left.

Andrew & Roger arrive at CP4

The final stage to home included the climb up through Lower & Upper Beechmont before Beechmont
proper then the undulations before the descent down to Canungra and the final push through Boyland
to Beaudesert.
A second farewell to the lads saw a return to duties in packing up CP4 and to go and look for Peter. I
was so worried and had his wellbeing on my conscious, could he find water if he run out ?, was he ok
? These were my main concerns plus the added concern of night riding.
.

I found Peter (you guessed it) at the same point I
previously found the others, how dies that work ?
A quick water bottle top up followed by another uturn and CP4 set up again
Peter arrived soon thereafter and was certainly well
within cut off times.
A nice chat and food Peter set of for his final 60 odd
kms.
I told Peter I would follow him closely over the climb
given the potential dangers with visibility, tight
bends, fatigue and traffic.

It worked well with Peter having a good solid
cadence up and over the top and is was not long
before the road sign saying ‘Canungra 2” was
reached.
A final water stop at the Boyland turn off saw Peter
make the final kms in what appeared “comfortable”
as he shifted of the saddle to power up over the little
rises.
A scary mechanical incident with less than 15kms to
threatened to dampen his efforts but through a
process of elimination the culprit was identified and
corrected.
A lose rear cassette from the days ride had caused the cranks to not turn. The entire drivetrain was
not aligned. A tightening up coupled with a sealed road allowed the rides completion without incident.
A big congrats to all riders for their efforts, it was a tough ride with lots of climbing but you all seemed
to enjoy it.
For me, a quick stop at Jindalee then Red Hill then Morningside saw my arrival at home around 2am
and after unpacking the car and hosing all the dusty dirt off saw a quick shower and a very relaxing
sleep that night.
The only thing I forgot was my daughter had athletics the next morning that had been rescheduled
due to the rain from previous weekend so an early start to follow.
As for the ride, improvements….more hills….perhaps, more chocolate milk…yes, more coke and less
lemonade and solo…yes and another support car so if you are interested let me know as it is a great
course to simply drive.

